My folks are Hungarians from Romania. We speak Hungarian at home.
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HungarianFalcon (@HungarianFalcon) - Oct 20, 2020

How long have they been out of country? My great-grandparents are the only ones that kept it up. Their kids, including my grandparents (6-10 yr when they left) dropped it over time.
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Since 62 and 67.
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Michael Brendan Dougherty (@michaeldougherty) - Oct 20, 2020

Hungary
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Don't we know it.
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Grace (@gracelopez) - Oct 20, 2020

Hungary is one of the most beautiful countries I've traveled to (out of about 40 or so countries). I'll be proud to be Hungarian.

Nobu (@nobilos) - Oct 20, 2020

Pappoklad

The Patriarch Tree (@PatriarchTree) - Oct 20, 2020

Hungarian, Romanian. Traveled to them.

Ve seen one East European country, ve seen 'em all.

Bunch of cabbage-eating bohunks...

[ / Archie Bunker mode ]
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I actually thought you were Lebanese for some reason (well haven't been following you for long).

ToCachetrophy (@tochtrophy) - Oct 20, 2020

I want to make hungarian mushroom soup at home for the first time when the temps drops here. But I am Irish/Cherokee. Is that appropriation? May I have your blessing if so?

Jane (janejoseph) - Oct 20, 2020

If I went some stuffed and stuffed cabbage

Shelley B (@shelleymarieb) - Oct 20, 2020

The borders were constantly changing in that area.

Reute Szanday (@reuteszanday) - Oct 20, 2020

Fuduley
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Looks like you also lift weights in Hungarian.